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Your music fitted in a canvas. Dress your home.



FRAME 
SPEAKERS

Powerful speaker fitted in an exclusive canvas with 
wooden frame. Art and music combined to match 
your home decor. Be surprised by its 50 W power, 
Bluetooth technology, TWS as well as USB and 
microSD MP3 player.

Your music fitted in a canvas. 
Dress your home.



 East beach Flamingo Forest



Listen to your music like never before. 
Discover a 2.1 audio system with 50 W 
power fitted in a canvas. A musical work 
of art created to match your home decor 
perfectly. Play your music through two 
Frame Speakers simultaneously thanks 
to True Wireless Stereo technology.

Connect with 
art and music



Music for hours 
on end
The perfect combination of art and music. 
Speaker featuring Bluetooth connectivity and 
20 hours of battery life to enjoy your music in 
every room of the house.



Antonyo Marest was born in the Mediterranean. 
The figure of the palm tree is one of the most 
recurrent motifs in his work. The artist identifies 
this element with several aspects of his own 
biography. The palm tree appears as a symbol of 
endurance at all times, a trait linked with his life 
experience so far.

Art as a way of 
expression



“Forest” is a work by the Spanish photographer 
Samuel Cano. Thanks to his patience and 
passion for unique scenes, he captures this 
natural landscape in such a way that it feels like 
entering a Swiss forest.

It’s not a photo, 
it’s a moment



“Flamingo” is a work by the Spanish artist Monica Jimeno. 
For this realistic painting, the artist has chosen vibrant 
colours that express energy and passion. This is the 
common element of the entire “Birds” collection in which 
the artist portrays different exotic birds on a white canvas.

Art in its purest state



Dress your home with your favourite music thanks to all 
connectivity options offered by this canvas. It features 
a USB and microSD MP3 player as well as a built-in FM 
radio to listen to your favourite radio stations.

Unlimited connectivity



PACKAGING

FRAME SPEAKERS



FRAME SPEAKERS
AUDIO
Sound system: 2.1 stereo system
Power: 50 W
2 mid-range speakers: 10 W, 2”
1 subwoofer: 30 W, 4”
Bass reflex
Frequency response: 85 Hz  ~ 16KHz
THD < 1%
S/N ratio: > 90 dB

BLUETOOTH CONNECTIVITY
Bluetooth version 4.0 class II
Operating frequencies: 2.4 GHz
Maximum output signal:  <20.00 dBm
Supported Bluetooh protocols: HSP / HFP / 
A2DP / AVRCP
Up to 10 m distance range
True Wireless Stereo (TWS) technology with 
a distance range of up to 10 m 

TWS TECHNOLOGY COMPATIBLE 
WITH
Energy Music Frame Speaker

EXTERNAL MEMORIES DECODER 
Decoder for microSD cards and USB sticks 
of up to128 GB
Supported formats: MP3, WAV, WMA
Supported file system: FAT/ FAT32

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FM RADIO
Built-in antenna
Frequency range (FM): 87.5 ~ 108 MHz

POWER SUPPLY 
Power microUSB 5V/2A
Device adapter: microUSB
Power cable length: 150 cm

BATTERY
Capacity: 4400 mAh / 7,4 V
Type: Lithium polymer/ Lithium-ion
Battery life @medium volume level: 20 
hours*
Charging time: 8-10 hours
Charging method: microUSB

*This value is approximate. The battery life depends on the 
selected volume level and the selected type of music.

OTHER FEATURES 
Remote control with up to 10 meters range
Wooden cabinet speakers
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